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News, Stories and Interesting Facts from the Bavarian Mountain Bootmaker

What’s the best way to explore a foreign country? Simon’s answer: spend six months trekking over 2,500 kilometres.

Head North and Keep Going
Simon Michalowicz was born in Dortmund in the eighties. He identifies strongly with the Ruhr region and Borussia Dortmund
football club. Simon found himself more and more consumed by wanderlust. It reached the point where he decided to head off on
a rather special adventure and leave the world of work and everyday life behind. His plan was to walk the entire length of
Norway. From its southernmost tip to its northernmost point. On his own.
Text: Christian Wittig

T

here’s a signpost at Lindesnes lighthouse. It’s a bit crooked, but perfectly
legible. It says: North Cape 2,518 kilometres. Here, at Norway’s southernmost
tip the weather is cold and it’s raining. As
the taillights of the last cars disappear into
the mist, Simon stands at the beginning
of his adventure into the High North. He
still remembers it as if it were yesterday,
“I felt completely helpless, like an abandoned dog.” His epic trek will see him walk
the length of Norway, to the northernmost
point in Europe – the North Cape.
Only a few people have completed the
“Norge på langs” trekking route. In fact,
it’s almost like a well-kept secret. Search
the Internet and it will take you a while
to find the first links, blog entries or infor-

Editorial
Dear Bergpost
readers, the
secret to
success is
simple.

H

igh-quality workmanship
requires calm nerves and,
some might say, a degree
of stubbornness. Good craftsmen
and women use proven methods,
high-quality materials and their
own skill and expertise to produce
work they can be proud of. And this
is what I see when I walk through

mation about it. Maybe this is what makes it so special. “Norge på langs” means
literally “Norway lengthwise” and is more
of a rough description than an actual trekking route. “The idea is to trek from the
southernmost point to the North Cape without a guidebook. There is no fixed route
to follow,” explains Simon, who has always
had a thing about trekking in Scandinavia.
“You follow your own route. And it goes without saying that a map and compass are
essential.” Simon was inspired by a book
by Bjoern Klauer, a German, who emigrated to Norway many years ago. Bjoern also
trekked the length of Norway and took part
in numerous expeditions. Today, he runs a
husky farm in Innset. This is how the idea
started.

our production facilities in Vierkirchen. I might notice Hartmut Trabert, our head of production, affectionately running his hand over a
piece of leather. Or observe Firuz
Erbab, our sole fitter, carefully monitoring the precise activation time
for the adhesive we use to mount
our soles. And there’s our 93-yearold President Emeritus Sepp Wagner, the nephew of company founder HANs WAGner, still lending his
exceptionally keen eye for quality,
“don’t do it fast, do it right.”
Insisting on quality is one our
biggest strengths. We choose not
to use Strobel stitching to make

A clear goal, conviction and respect
for nature
What kind of person sets himself or herself
such a tough goal? Over 2,500 kilometres on
foot through often-strenuous terrain. Simon
answers this question in his blog, which he
wrote during his trek, “I’m no extreme adventurer. My map and compass skills are
not that good, and I have been known to
pitch my tent in completely the wrong place.
However, your skills improve with experience. I set myself a clear goal and I’m convinced that I can achieve it. It also helps if
you have humility and respect for nature.”
Simon’s attitude helped him to keep going for nearly six months. He did mention
that it was a good idea to go on a multi-week
test run. “After a couple of days, it became

our footwear (see page four). We
only use the finest-quality leather
(see page ten). We manufacture real
custom-made footwear (see page
eight). And at Hanwag, tradition
also goes hand in hand with innovation, see for example, our IceGrip
soles, StraightFit last, Bunion last
or the many steps we’ve taken to
ensure that our production is sustainable.
Our goal is a simple one: we want
to make very, very good boots and
shoes. Footwear that our shoemakers can be proud of. The kind of
footwear that Germany’s Outdoor
magazine describes in an artic-

clear that I was capable of spending long periods of time on my own – otherwise I would
have abandoned the plan. It was important
to test this out first.”
On May 27, 2013 Simon sets out from
Lindesnes. His journey takes him ever northwards and he often finds himself in the
middle of nowhere in the Norwegian wilderness with no one to rely on but himself.
Simon does have plenty of experience. He
used to work in an outdoor shop – so he
knows exactly what to pack and what to leave at home. In addition, he organised pickup points for his supplies in advance.

le about “the best trekking boots”
as “an extremely stable boot, very
comfortable to wear, top water resistance and outstanding craftsmanship.” (The article refers to the Hanwag Alaska GTX®, launched in 1996
and still a bestseller). The secret to
success is simple – do good quality
work that you can be proud of.
We hope you enjoy this edition of
the Bergpost,

Continued on the next page…
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Head North and Keep Going
His care packages were sent to post offices, youth hostels
and tourist information centres along the route. This meant that he had his (packet) food and equipment requirements covered. “There was no way I was going to be able
to carry all the maps or my food from the start – my pack
would have been too heavy.”
When one of his packages got lost in the post on the way
from a friend in south Norway he found out the hard way
just how important a good map is. “It meant I had to walk
80 kilometres from Reisa National Park to Alta without a
map to navigate with. This was pretty intimidating.”

Learning from the Norwegians
Simon found that the relaxed manner in which the Norwegians deal with problems helpful. He learnt lots of useful things from the people of Norway that he met on the way. In
fact, a Norwegian saying became
the motto of his trip – “det ordner
seg”. Roughly translated, it means, “it will all work out”. On a trip
of this kind, it’s highly unlikely
that everything will go according
to plan. But, then it doesn’t have
to because – “det ordner seg”. As
one road closes, so another road
opens.
Ask Simon about his most memorable experience on the journey and he talks of the Northern
Lights. He was lucky enough to
witness the majestic natural display a couple of times when he
was up in the far north. “I sat for
hours outside my tent watching
the skies until the cold forced me
back into my sleeping bag,” he recalls. “I still don’t really know how
to describe how I felt, but it was
an amazing experience. It lights
up the whole night sky and is
completely hypnotising,”
After some 140 days en route,
Simon had nearly reached his final destination in October 2013.
He only had a few kilometres to go to the North Cape. He
was slowly entering back into reality. As expected, the
North Cape itself was overrun with tourists and far removed from any notion of Scandinavian wilderness romanticism. The final highpoint took place amongst crowds of
visitors, who came pouring out of their tour buses. This
didn’t really bother Simon. He had experienced his own
personal highpoint in the middle of nowhere many days
ago, as he crossed over into the Arctic Circle. And anyway, it was the journey, not the destination that was his
actual goal. But now suddenly it was all over. Simon travelled the first stage of his trip back home onboard a
ship from the Hurtigruten line, where he gave a spontaneous lecture about his trip to an enthusiastic audience.
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How does it feel to spend six months
far from civilisation?
Looking back Simon Michalowicz says, “At first, I thought
that the experience hadn’t really changed me much, but my
friends, colleagues and other people I spoke to said that it
had. I suppose it has made me more relaxed. In fact, so relaxed that close friends some times find my attitude a bit
confusing. Life outdoors is very different; things move at a
much slower pace. You focus more on what is really important. Your basic requirements come first. Everyday activities,
such as eating, drinking and sleeping require initiative and
often involve making compromises.”
Back in everyday life, Simon found that many things no
longer seemed to be as big a problem as they used to be. He
realised that certain prob-

then carry on as if you had never been away. Simon says
that he doesn’t find it easy to fit back in to everyday life or
to accept its hectic pace. The contrast is just too great. Half
a year of “friluftsliv” (a Norwegian word loosely translated
as “open air or outdoor life”) is bound to rub off on you.
However, Simon has a relaxed attitude to this. After all, it’s
something he learnt in Norway –“det ordner seg”.

Simon found that the
relaxed manner in which
the Norwegians deal
with problems helpful.
He learnt lots of useful
things from the people
of Norway that he met
on the way. In fact, a
Norwegian saying became
the motto of his trip –
“det ordner seg”. Roughly
translated, it means,
“it will all work out”.

Photo: Christine Rosenberg

lems, were in fact not problems at all. “You’ve got
to have a good plan. But it
also makes sense to have
a Plan B and a Plan C.” He
learnt a lot during his time
away: “It’s interesting to
see how you change, to
see your self-confidence
grow and to come back
home a different person.”
Settling down again takes
its time. You can’t simply arrive back home and

Simon photographed holding souvenirs from the wilds of Norway by an arts student from Oslo.

Simon’s boots:
ALASKA GTX®

For his trek through Norway,

quality leather to make the

me down.” The award-winning

Simon wore the classic Hanwag

Alaska GTX®. It provides excellent

boots are the perfect choice for

trekking boot, the Alaska

stability, is very durable, keeps

long treks in difficult off-trail

GTX®. For years now, it’s widely

its shape and is comfortable

terrain. They have a GORE-TEX®

considered as the ultimate boot

and is weatherproof. Simon

membrane for reliable protection

for more demanding trekking

Michalowicz says: “Your boots

from the wet. In Scandinavia

trips.

are crucial on this type of trek.

and other countries where

It didn’t take me long to decide

there are lots of marshy, boggy

a perfect example of “keeping

what to wear – I’d already worn

regions, it’s important to keep

it simple”. It has a one-piece

my Alaska GTX® a few months

your feet dry. Especially if you

leather upper that requires

on various trips. I knew from

don’t get many opportunities

fewer seams. We use high-

experience that they wouldn’t let

to dry your boots out properly.

Why? The Alaska GTX® is
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Head North and Keep Going

Simon Michalowicz
and his “Norge på
langs” route

About Simon

6

Simon Michalowicz –

Goal:

6

North Cape

born 1981, trained as an IT systems expert,
works as a sales assistant, lives in Iserlohn

12.10.2013

5

in North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany,
and is a self-confessed Scandinavian addict.

Simon’s trek

Norwegian Sea

Total distance: approx. 2,600 km
Duration: 140 days
Nights spent in a tent: lots
Footwear: 3 pairs of Hanwag Alaska GTX®
(the first pair was old)
Lost tents: 1
Pack weight: 17 kg of equipment
(not including water and provisions)

Simon’s blog
Simon Michalowicz blogs (in German)
at www.simonpatur.de. It’s more than just a route

4

Arctic Circle

description. Simon answers questions such as why
did he do it or how did it change him? It’s well
worth reading if you are thinking of heading
off somewhere or just like the idea.

The Route
	
Cape Lindesnes 26.05.2013
1

4

Simon sets out on his “Norge på langs” trek in the rain.

Arctic Circle:

2,518 kilometres lie ahead of him.

3

Bolna / Krukki
24.08.2013

2

Bjordalsbu 28.06.2013
On the way to Bjordalsbu Simon loses his tent.

3

Røyrvik 08.08.2013
In Røyrvik Simon meets Trond Strømdahl,
one of the pioneers of the “Norge på langs”.
Trond gives him some good advice.

4

Bolna / Krukki 24.08.2013
Simon crosses the Arctic Circle
between Bolna and Krukki.

5

BERGEN

Near Honningsvåg 09.10.2013
Simon sees the Northern Lights

2

in their full glory – finally!
OSLO
6

North Cape 12.10.2013
holds his first (impromptu) lecture onboard
a ship from the Hurtigruten line.

1

1

Start:
Cape Lindesnes
26.05.2013

	For more detailed information about the route
visit: http://www.simonpatur.de/die-route/

Fotos: Simon Michalowicz

Map of Norway by FreeVectorMaps.com

Simon reaches his final destination and

Into the High North – Simon makes his way one kilometre at a time.
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Friedl’s Boot Basics
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Friedl’s Boot Basics: Construction Methods

Cemented Construction & Co.
On the Hanwag website and in our catalogues, we constantly refer to double-stitched and cemented
constructions. Why is this? What’s it all about? Friedl is your man to explain the difference.

Friedl knows everything
there is to know about
bootmaking. His full name
is Johann Friedl, but at
Hanwag everyone just
calls him Friedl. He comes
from Austria and he‘s
been with us as a footwear designer since 2009.

Text: Till Gottbrath / Christian Wittig

Bergpost: What does it mean if a shoe has a
cemented construction?
Friedl: Shoemakers use a range of
construction methods to attach the sole to
the upper. Different techniques have been
developed over the years. When it comes to
high-quality trekking and mountain boots,
there are only two methods that are robust
enough: double stitching and cemented
construction. In a cemented construction,
the upper is worked over the insole and
then the sole is attached with adhesive
(cement) under high pressure. It’s also
known as a ‘stuck-on construction’. It offers
the best compromise between durability,
performance and economic viability.
Bergpost: So what are the advantages and
advantages of the cemented construction?
Friedl: The cemented construction is a

traditional handcrafted technique and is
relatively time-consuming. However, its
advantages are significant. Firstly, cemented
footwear lasts a long time. This also applies
to low-cut shoes. Secondly, it keeps its
shape and won’t deform. Thirdly, it can be
resoled. This is good for your wallet and the
environment too. We often receive footwear
for resoling. The disadvantages are that it’s
more expensive and slightly heavier.

but it is less robust. These boots and shoes
tend to deform more quickly – and they
cannot be resoled. The Strobel construction
is not suitable for alpine, trekking or hiking
footwear. At Hanwag we do not use the
Strobel construction (except for three
children’s models).

Bergpost: What other construction methods
are there?

Friedl: They are good as running shoes
or footwear for everyday use. But in the
mountains, they are just not suitable
because they don‘t provide sufficient
stability and rigidity.

Friedl: There are a few to choose from.
Most footwear nowadays is made with a
Strobel construction. It’s quicker and less
expensive. The insole is stitched to the
upper using an over-lock, chainstitch seam.
The sole unit is then applied using glue or
injection moulding. The Strobel-stitched
construction is ideal for flexible footwear,

Cemented Construction

Bergpost: When should I choose footwear
made with a Strobel construction?

Bergpost: What about double-stitched boots?

However, they are more difficult to make
and more expensive as a result.
Bergpost: Is it possible to tell them apart if
you are not a shoemaker?
Friedl: Yes. Remove the footbed and have a
look inside. Footwear made with a Strobel
construction is easy to spot – you’ll see the
stitching that attaches the insole to the
upper. When you look inside cemented
construction footwear there is no stitching
under the footbed. You’ll only see the insole
or at the very most the steel pins from the
lasting. Double-stitched footwear is easier
to recognise thanks to the two visible seams
on the outside (double stitching) that secure
the upper to the bottom of the boot.

Friedl: Now we are talking premium quality.
Double-stitched boots last even longer than
boots made with a cemented construction.

Strobel Construction

Zwiegenähte Construction*
*Double-stitched Construction

How to tell the difference – take the footbed out and have a
look underneath. With the cemented construction you’ll see
the insole, but no stitching.

The chainstitch Strobel seam connecting the upper and
the insole is easy to spot. Good for trainers or sneakers.
Not suitable for outdoor footwear.

Double-stitched footwear: easily recognised by the
double row of stitching on the outside. This demanding,
hand-crafted technique is extremely robust.
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The People Behind Hanwag / Hanwag ProTeam
The People Behind Hanwag: Firuz Erbab

He’s a
Sole Man

Photo: Peter Wilson / Hanwag

May 17, 2014 marks a special
occasion for Firuz Erbab.
It’s exactly 15 years since
he first started working
for Hanwag. He arrives in
Vierkirchen every morning
at seven o’clock sharp. Firuz
is responsible for one of our
final and most important
production stages – he’s in
charge of sole mounting.
Firuz Erbab – mountaineer and sole fitter has been working for Hanwag for 15 years.

Text: Christian Wittig

F

iruz Erbab (46) comes from Turkey. After moving to
Germany, he spent the first 16 years in Kaufbeuren
in the Allgäu. However, it was not here but back in
Turkey that he first acquired his love of the mountains
and mountaineering. Firuz was born in Bursa, a city that
lies at the foot of Uludağ, (2,542 m) – known in Turkish
as the “Sublime Mountain”. He now lives in Munich and
at the weekends is always up in the mountains, exploring the Bavarian Alps.
As an active mountaineer, he knows just how important the soles on a pair of mountain boots are. The sole
of a boot is important for safety, whether on grass, rock

or scree. This applies in particular to crampon-compatible boots. The prepared and lasted uppers arrive at his
workspace on wooden trolleys. First, he applies a layer
of glue to the bottom. Then he places the boots in one of
the 70° C ovens that surround his workspace. This enables Firuz to work on several boots simultaneously. Heating activates the glue. After fitting the sole with millimetre precision, he secures the lasted upper to the sole
using a hydraulic press. For mountain boots, he applies
up to 30 bar of pressure – equivalent to 600 kilograms in
weight. Once Firuz is through, the boots go off to the finishing department.

Firuz is proud to work for Hanwag. This is also why he
seized the opportunity as a Hanwag-employee to take
part in “24 Stunden von Bayern” (the 24-hour hiking event
we organise). He’s not missed one yet and is looking forward to the next event (the sixth in succession) in June.
Firuz is not the only member of his family who is passionate about mountaineering. He has three brothers, who
are all mountain guides in Turkey. Naturally, they all wear
Hanwag boots. With their assistance, Firuz hopes to fulfil a dream. At his workspace hangs a photo of his brothers on the summit of Mount Ararat (5,137 m) in Eastern
Turkey. “In two or three years, I plan to climb it”, he says.

Photo: Peter Wilson / Hanwag

We don’t engage celebrities to
put their face (or in our case
their feet) to our products in
return for money. Instead, we
partner with 25 mountaineering
and outdoor enthusiasts who
spend significant amounts
of time outdoors. They enjoy
putting our footwear through
its paces and provide important
feedback. They tell us what
we do well, what we could
do even better and where
problems lie. We’re introducing
members of the team in each
issue of the Bergpost. For more
information about the ProTeam,
visit www.hanwag.de/proteam.
Ursi Wolfgruber: prospective teacher
and mountain guide.

Hanwag ProTeam: Ursi Wolfgruber

Photo: Paul Ludemann

Head in the Clouds,
Feet on the Ground

Ursi ice climbing in the Prags Dolomites (South Tyrol).

Text: Sebastian Benedikt

U

rsi grew up in Berchtesgadener Land, the easternmost part of the Bavarian Alps, Germany. She’s passionate
about the mountains and has been
ever since she was a young girl.
Her parents are both big skiers
and hikers. Looking back, she’s
grateful that they introduced her
to the mountains at an early age,
although she does mention that
she got put fed up with climbing
for a while when she was a teenager. Later with the Bad Reichenhall Deutscher Alpenverein (DAV)

youth team and other friends she
went on to climb many classic alpine routes in the German Alps.
Both Ursi and her older brother
Basti benefited from their experiences with the DAV expedition cadre. Similar to Basti and her
father, Ursi is training to become
a state-certified mountain and
ski guide to add another string to
her bow.
Last summer, she took part in
the first DAV women’s team expedition to the Garhwal Himalayas in India. After two-and-a-half

years of training and climbing together, the six highly motivated
team members travelled to the
Satling Valley. There were a number of obstacles to overcome, but
the expedition proved a success.
The team climbed several difficult
routes and notched up a number
of first ascents.
Ursula describes the expedition as one of her most memorable experiences. However, she’s not
planning any long trips away just
at present. Instead, her focus is
on her studies – she finishes her

teacher training this summer. In
addition, she also devotes a great
deal of time to the mountain guide training. The plan is therefore
to stick to the Alps for the moment, where there are lots of exciting projects, without the complicated logistics. “I might not be
able to go off on expedition, but
there’s plenty to keep me occupied here in the Alps. There are
so many great routes I’d love to
climb free.”
Although she was part of the
DAV women’s expedition cadre,

Ursi feels that gender is not an issue when you’re climbing. She
doesn’t agree with the notion of
women’s climbing: “I climb when
I want to, and when the chemistry
is right. I don’t care if it’s with
other men or other women. The
main thing is that you get on and
can trust one another.”
For winter trips and mixed routes, Ursi’s preferred choice is the
Hanwag Sirius Lady GTX®. In the
summer, she wears and climbs
in the Badile Low, which she also
wore for El Capitán in Yosemite.
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1 SUMMIT
2 DAYS
4 ROUTES
36 PARTICIPANTS
Garmisch-Partenkirchen | Zugspitze | 14th – 17th September 2014

JOIN THE HANWAG ALPINE EXPERIENCE 2014
Register now to join of one of the four teams
heading for the highest mountain in Germany.
For more information, visit:
www.hanwag-alpine-experience.com

Zugspitze,
Germany
N 47°25.264‘ E 10°59.101‘

The HANWAG ALPINE EXPERIENCE is supported by the Mountain School

Photo: Christian Wittig / Hanwag

Mountain Elements from Bad Aibling, Black Diamond and 3D RealityMaps.

Hanwag Customers
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Hanwag Customers: Anderl Mannhardt

A Climber’s Life
Anderl Mannhardt sits in the
sunshine on a bench outside his
house in Chieming at the foot of
the Bavarian Alps. He’s 74 years
old, but looks much younger than
this. He’s happy to talk about his
experiences. About the successful
but tragic first ascent of Nanga
Parbat via the Diamir Face, about
poorly-fitting mountain boots
and about how he discovered
Hanwag’s custom made service.

Text: Julia Englhardt

A

nderl Mannhardt’s search for the right boots began
over 50 years ago. And it only ended recently. Over
the years, he’s tried countless models and has finally
found a boot that fits properly – a Hanwag custom-made
model. Off the shelf footwear just doesn’t work for him.
This is because he had to have parts of his feet amputated
after suffering frostbite during his ascent of Nanga Parbat
via the Diamir Face in 1962.
Anderl recalls how he started climbing. He grew up
in Tegernsee in the Bavarian Alps and started climbing
mixed rock and ice routes at the age of 16. In the late
1950’s, together with his long-standing climbing partner
and friend Toni Kinshofer, he climbed virtually all of the
hardest routes in the Kaisergebirge and routes further
afield such as the Tofana Pillar and the North Face of the
Ortler. Their winter ascent (the first ever) of the North
Face of Eiger in March 1961 brought them widespread
recognition. As a result, Mannhardt and Kinshofer
were invited to join the 1962 Herrligkoffer Expedition
to Nanga Parbat. The goal was to climb the 8,126-meter
mountain via the Diamir Face. It was the second ascent
of the eight-thousander and the first by the Diamir Face.

After a fatal avalanche disaster in the 1930’s, Nanga Parbat
became known as German mountaineering’s Schicksalsberg
– or mountain of fate. Unfortunately, it was to live up to its
name during the 1962 Herrligkoffer Expedition. “Looking
back, it’s clear that we mountaineers didn’t have much
experience high-altitude experience.” says Anderl. “At the
start of the 1960’s there was no real exchange of information
between mountaineers and there was virtually no written
information on the subject.”
Anderl Mannhardt, Sigi Löw and Toni Kinshofer
reached the summit of Nanga Parbat on June 22, 1962 via
its previously never-completed West Face (Diamir). The
celebrations were short-lived. Sigi Löw fell to his death
during the descent. Anderl Mannhardt and Toni Kinshofer
both suffered from severely frostbitten feet. “We didn’t
know then how important it is to keep your fluid levels up.
We didn’t drink enough.” In addition to the lack of fluids
and the extreme cold, there was a further factor. “My boots,
which I’d already tested on the North Face of the Eiger, were
to be sent to me by post. However, only one boot arrived.
Shortly before we departed, I managed to arrange a new
pair. They turned out to be too small. There was not time
to make another pair of boots.”

Photo: Peter Wilson / Hanwag

Schicksalsberg – Mountain of Fate

Anderl Mannhardt inspecting the boots made specifically for his feet.

Searching for the perfect fit
The Diamir Face ascent cost him his toes and part of his
heels. His feet still hurt to this day. “Fortunately, I was
young and motivated. I wanted to continue.” Anderl says.
“I was in a bad state, but I didn’t consider giving up climbing. Today, I’m still in the mountains a lot. I get so much
out of it.”
Anderl tried out a number of different boots, mainly in
size 39 or 40, but shortened at the front. Having the right

boots makes such a difference in the mountains. He finally
settled on a pair of custom-made Hanwag Ancash GTX®.
Stephan Schmidt, master shoemaker at Hanwag in charge
of our Real Custom Made project, made the boots on a last
shaped specifically for Anderl’s feet following a personal
consultation. We’re curious to know what Mannhardt
thinks of them and will be reporting on what he gets up
to in the future.

Hanwag Real Custom Made – 100 % Custom-Made Mountain Boots
Many people have differently sized feet. We were the first German ma-

custom-made solution for customers who want perfectly-fitting boots.

nufacturer of mountain, trekking and hiking footwear to provide a 100 %

We’ve been offering Real Custom Made footwear since 2011.

Four steps to Real Custom Made boot

Photo: Peter Wilson / Hanwag

1.	Scanning the feet: The customer’s feet are
scanned in a three-dimensional scanner.
In less than a minute, the Lightbeam® 3D
foot scanner digitizes the shape of a foot.
The measurements are then sent directly
by Internet to our production facilities in
Vierkirchen.

Anderl’s custom-made boots.
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2.	Preparing the last: CAM (Computer
Aided Manufacturing) is used to shape the
customer’s unique and custom-made last (the
model of their foot used to shape the boot).
3.	Making the boot: The resulting custom-made
boot is crafted by our expert shoemakers in
Vierkirchen, Upper Bavaria. The boot is ready
for collection from the customer’s specialist
Hanwag retailer after six to eight weeks.

4.	100 % custom-made lasts: We carefully
archive the personalized lasts so that they
can be used again in the future. Should the
customer decide to order a further pair of
boots or shoes, they don’t have to pay for
the scanning of the last again.
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From the Vaults / Retail Interview
From the Vaults: The Hanwag Crack Spezial Rock Shoe

A Pair of Old Friends
Yes, we used to make rock shoes. Along with
the legendary EB brand, Hanwag was one of
the first companies to make specialist climbing
footwear. Those days may be long gone, but
there are still plenty of older climbers around
who remember them. Andreas Kubin, longtime editor-in-chief of Bergsteiger magazine
and one of the pioneers of German sport
climbing takes a walk down memory lane.

Text: Christian Wittig

Photo: Andreas Kubin

E

ver come across some old photos while rummaging through “By today’s standards, it would be a solid 6b – though you’d have
boxes looking for something? This is exactly what happened to bring your own protection and the placements are not obvious.”
to Andreas Kubin. He found a box containing 1,000 old slides
I explored the Hanwag shoe archives to see if we still have
under his desk – a veritable alpine treasure trove. Naturally, we a pair. We do. It’s fascinating to see what these early climbing
boots were like – so heavy and clumpy compared to modern
were delighted when he phoned up and asked, “Hey, you guys
interested in some old photos of Sepp Gschwendtner and I sport climbing shoes. I also spotted the Crack Spezial in an
climbing in your Hanwag Cracks in Yosemite?”
old catalogue: “Top-quality climbing shoe for friction climbing.
We certainly were and a few days later the slides landed on Optimal fit. Fully-stitched leather insole. The newly developed
our desk. There’s one shot we’d like to mention in particular. Slide sole offers unbeaten friction.”
number 10 shows former Bavarian sport climbing pioneer and
“I can still remember...” said Andreas Kubin with typical honesty.
Hanwag employee Sepp Gschwendtner climbing in Yosemite Valley “I didn’t like ‘em much, but Sepp was crazy about his creation. Are
in 1981. Sepp is attempting the dual-pitch “La Cosita”, a base route you planning to start making climbing shoes again?” No. Not at
on the legendary El Capitán. “It’s graded 5.10a,” explains Andreas. present. But then again, you should never say never.

Sepp Gschwendtner climbing in his Hanwag Crack Spezials
(Yosemite 1981).

Retail Interview: Freelander’s Outdoor & Adventure

25 Years of Outdoor Experience in Luxembourg
Text: Christian Wittig

Alex Kapp is a busy man.
He runs the Freelander’s
Group, the largest outdoor
retail business in Luxembourg.
He’s difficult to get hold of, so
we’re delighted that he found
time to give this interview.

Alex, how long have Freelanders been in
business? Can you tell us how it started?
Freelanders has been around for 25
years. We opened our first outdoor shop
in Luxembourg in 2004. It was only small,
but it was successful and so we started
to expand. Today, we have nearly 100
employees and more than half of them
work in the outdoor sector. My wife Yvette
and I are delighted that our youngest
daughter Isabelle decided to join the
company in 2008. Sander, our son-in-law,
also joined her in 2010. We’re proud that
the Freelander’s Group has remained a
family business.

Photo: Freelander Gruppe

You expanded recently. Can you tell us about it?
We opened a completely new outdoor
shop in May 2013. It’s located in one of
Luxembourg’s most prestigious shopping
centres and has over 2,000 square metres
of retail space. Getting the design of the
shop right was really important to us. We
want our customers and our staff to feel
really at home. We’d like shopping to be
an enjoyable experience. On entering the
shop, you can’t help but be impressed.
We’re proud of our new store.

Alex Kapp during the legendary “Fällräven Classic”,
a Trekking-Tour in Swedish-Lappland.

2,000 square metres – that’s a lot for a small
country like Luxembourg. How come you are
so big?

In Luxembourg, clothing is seen as
important. People still want good service,
proper advice and high-quality products.
If they are getting value for money
then they make a purchase. In addition,
Luxembourg also attracts ever greater
numbers of customers from a wider area
(i.e. the neighbouring regions of France,
Belgium and Germany). The preconception
that Luxembourg is more expensive is
simply wrong.
What’s so special about Freelanders?
We’re part of the new generation of
outdoor shops. We create emotions – our
customers feel like they’re on holiday
when they are in our stores. We have an
extensive footwear department and a
premium outdoor chalet. We really set
ourselves apart from conventional shops.
The premium chalet has a cosy ambience
– complete with a real log fire – and offers
more natural leather clothing and highquality brands. Many of the products are
made in Europe by hand. Sustainability is
also an important issue for us.

members of staff are outdoor enthusiasts
themselves, which fits well with Hanwag.
We see Hanwag as one of our premium
brands that perform very strongly. The
excellent fit that Hanwag boots provide is
an important selling point. We continually
hear this from our customers.

Thanks for talking to us Alex. We wish you
all the best.

Freelander’s
Outdoor & Adventure
Main store: 	Route d’Arlon –
“La Belle Etoile”
shopping centre, 8050
Bertrange, Luxembourg
Employees:

nearly 100

Retail space:

2,000 m2

Owners:		

the Kapp family

In addition to their main store, the
Freelander’s Group also runs an outlet store
(800 m2), a fitness competence centre

What does Hanwag mean for Freelanders?
We’re very proud to offer the Hanwag
brand in Luxembourg and our sales
personnel are really good at selling
Hanwag footwear. This is because our

(fitness equipment, running, boxing & table
tennis – 600 m2), a large sports shop and five
Jack Wolfskin stores. The group also has a
virtual online store: www.sport24.lu
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Technology & Materials

Treating the leather to make it non-perishable. Modern techniques ensure that this process is eco-friendly. With the cheap leather used by other companies this might not be the case.

Technology & Materials: Leather

Durable. Functional. Comfortable.
It might seem surprising, but despite the ongoing march of technology, there is still no better material
than leather for making high-quality mountain and trekking boots. This was the case when Oetzi the
iceman walked the Alps and it remains the case today. However, not all leather is the same...
Text: Till Gottbrath

L

eather is a natural material. It protects animals from
the wind and the weather and can do the same
for us. High-quality leather is unbelievably robust,
shapes to fit the foot perfectly, regulates temperature,
allows sweat to escape, is extremely waterproof when
properly treated and retains its shape literally forever.
But what determines the quality of leather? A number of
things – the type of animal and the footwear‘s purpose
have to match, the origins of the animal, the way that
the leather is produced and last but by no means least
the skill and experience of the shoemaker. Even the
best ingredients can be ruined when prepared badly.
The same applies to shoemaking as it does to cooking.

Premium cattle
In theory, you can make boots from just about any leather.
However, mountain and trekking boots are usually made
of robust cowhide. The best quality leather comes from
animals that spend a lot of time outside in a range of
weather conditions. About two years is the ideal age.
The hide has had enough time to grow thick, firm and
robust. Remember: cowhide is the first choice for trekking and
mountain boots, but not all cows are the same.
Yak leather is also excellent, only there are not that
many yaks. We’re just not able to produce enough of our
yak models – we could sell far more than we do.

Off to the beamhouse
When you skin a cow or a yak, the leather is not
suitable for use at first. It has to go though a number of
processes that require a great deal of time, expertise and
experience. After slaughtering, the hides are salted or
stored in refrigerating rooms to prevent decomposition.
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The first preparatory stages take place in the beamhouse,
the area of the tannery where the leather is soaked,
washed and limed. The processes of fleshing, etc. used
to be carried out over specially designed wooden beams.
Hence the name. The hides are first soaked in water to
clean off any dirt. Then the liming process begins: lime
and sodium sulphide is used to chemically remove any
hair from the surface of the hide. During fleshing excess
flesh is removed mechanically. The limed and de-haired
hide is now called pelt.

Splitting the pelt
Cowhide is generally too thick to make shoes from. So
the pelt is split horizontally (usually before tanning).
This gives a grain split (outer side), a middle split (the
middle layer without any grain structure, not used in
shoemaking) and a flesh split (inner side). The grain
split is the most robust. It is the outer side of the hide
(also known as the hair side) and generally shows the
natural grain pattern. In effect, we use leather to protect
our feet in the same way as the cow used it. Trekking
and mountain boots are mainly made of nubuck leather.
Nubuck leather has been buffed on the grain side to give
the surface a velvety effect and an attractive look and
feel – the grain layer is still recognizable. Remember: splitgrain leather is best for making trekking and mountain boots.
The middle split and the flesh split have a rougher
fibrous surface on both sides and are made into suede.
In Germany, the DIN EN 15987:2011 European Standard
closely defines key terminology for the leather trade.
According to the standard, all leather where the flesh
side has been mechanically finished to produce a velvetlike nap is to be known as suede leather. The name suede

was coined originally in France – to describe leather
gloves from Sweden (gants de Suède). Remember: not all
suede is identical by a long shot.

The art of tanning
The most important process for making leather is
tanning. Until it is tanned, cowhide is perishable. Tanning
preserves the hide. If leather wasn’t tanned, it would
rot, like any other organic material. There are four main
techniques for tanning leather: vegetable tanning,
mineral tanning, combined tanning and synthetic
tanning. Vegetable tanning uses vegetable tanning
agents, e.g. bark, wood, seed husks or fruit. Mineral
tanning uses mineral salts. Chromium salt is the most
widely used mineral agent, but aluminium salts and
ferrous salts are also used.
For products that need to be particularly robust, such
as trekking and mountain boots, to date chrome-tanned
leather has proved to be the best choice. It is more robust
than vegetable-tanned leather and is more suitable for
making leather hydrophobic (= water repellent). The tanning
process itself is relatively quick and requires only a limited
use of chemicals. Chrome tanning dyes the hide a typical
bluish colour, after tanning it is called ”wet blue”. It can be
stored or transported in this state.
However, some chromium salts are potentially dangerous.
Today, only chromium III sulphate is used as a tanning agent.
Chromium is a natural element that presents no health
hazard. However, it’s not completely free from controversy. If
the tanning process is not correctly monitored (i.e. excessive
heat) or if inferior fattening agents (fatliquors) are used,
chromium III may oxidize to chromium VI. Chromium VI
salts are considered to be allergens, and in prolonged higher
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Know-How

doses, as toxic and carcinogenic. Tanners that cut costs put
their customers at risk. Remember: chrome-tanned leather is the
best functional choice for making trekking and mountain boots.
But not all chrome-tanned leather is the same.

Know-How: Shoe Care

Here’s to Many
Years of Use

Back to nature

The butcher, the cook and the leather cutter
A good butcher knows how to get the best cut from a
piece of meat, which the cook then transforms into a
culinary masterpiece. When it comes to shoemaking,
the leather cutter has a similar role to play. Computer
programs are designed to analyse hides to keep waste to

A good pair of boots will set you back a
bit. However, look after them properly
and they’ll last you a lifetime. This is
why we’re launching a new range of
eco-friendly care products together
with the German company Fibertec
this year. Highly functional, Made in
Germany and with a very strong
focus on sustainability.
Here’s how to
use them:
Photo: Peter Wilson / Hanwag

In order to keep health and environmental risks to
a minimum, we source our leather from European
tanneries. In fact most of our leather comes from the
Heinen tannery in Germany, which has been our reliable
partner for many years. We know that they only produce
high-quality leather according to the most stringent
environmental standards.
In addition, we are also working with our suppliers to
improve vegetable-tanned leather. Up until a few years
ago, we would never have considered it suitable for our
uppers. These days, we use it to make our footwear
that has no Gore-Tex® linings. And what about those
with Gore-Tex®? We don’t use it yet as its hydrophobic
characteristics are not good enough. Although, vegetabletanned leather is getting better all the time.
After tanning comes the shaving process. Rotating
knife drums mechanically shave the wet blue’s backside
to achieve the required thickness. This is followed by
dyeing, greasing (to improve suppleness), hydrophobing
and staking (softening the leathers using heavily vibrating
metal pins, the fibres are loosened and the leather
becomes smoother and more flexible). The final stage is
the finishing. The outer surface of the leather is treated
with different products or mechanical procedures to give
it particular characteristics, such as colour, embossing,
matt or gloss etc. When it comes to the finishing, there
is no specific production process. It all depends on what
the leather is to be used for.

Carefully monitored. Hanwag footwear is made exclusively from European leather.

a minimum, whereas an experienced cutter will select
the best sections of a hide for those parts of the boot
subjected to greater stress and wear (e.g. the forefoot).
Remember: good leather does not necessarily mean good boots.
All in all, leather is a great material to work with – it’s
not cheap, but it’s the best there is for making high-quality
footwear.

Text: Till Gottbrath

1. Cleaning
Remove the footbeds and, if really dirty, the shoe laces too.
Outside: After each use, brush off any dirt. In case of
stubborn dirt, clean with plenty of water. Special leather
cleaners should be applied if all other cleaning treatments fail. Don’t use soap: it may damage the leather
as well as the impregnation.
Inside: Leather and fabric linings (e.g. as used in most
GORE-TEX® boots) are best cleaned with clean, cold water and a sponge. Don’t use hot water.
Drying: Dry your boots in a well-aired, dry and shady
place with their tongues wide open. Stuff leather-lined
footwear with newspaper to begin with (don’t forget to
change it a couple of times). Note: GORE-TEX® boots dry
faster without newspaper.

2. Impregnation

Photo: Peter Wilson / Hanwag

Leather uppers: Use a Hanwag Care Sponge on dry boots,
ideally after cleaning. Apply the emulsion with the sponge to the leather and allow to dry for at least 24 hours.
Don’t forget hard-to-reach spots (e.g. the tongue).
Fabric uppers: Hanwag Waterproofing is ideal for impregnating fabric uppers, and it can also be used on leather. Make sure your boots have dried out properly, and
then spray the outside thoroughly. The more the better!
And don’t forget the laces. The impregnation achieves
its full effect after 24 hours. Re-apply on a regular basis.

The fine art of leather cutting. It takes an experienced shoemaker to make a good shoe.

HANWAG leather

3. Leather care

Bergrind leather: Robust, hard-wearing

allergens and is especially skin-friendly.

emissions are offset. Hanwag was one of

flesh-split leather from the Perwanger

Also suitable for allergy sufferers.

the first shoemakers to use this nubuck

tannery in South Tyrol. A special tanning

leather to make trekking footwear.

procedure makes it highly water-repellent.

Nubuck: High-quality mineral-tanned

This premium-quality leather comes

cowhide leather from either Heinen or

Yak leather: Exceptionally soft, yet hard-

from alpine cattle and has a very compact

Viviani, which has been buffed on the

wearing and naturally coarse-grained

structure. Thickness: 2.2 to 3.2 mm

grain side to give the surface an extremely

leather. Made using combined tanning.

(depending on the model).

fine, velvety, suede-like texture. Is often

Thickness: 1.8 to 2.6 mm; exclusively from

additionally waxed or oiled. Very robust.

the Lhasa Leather Factory in Tibet.

Bio leather*: High-quality nubuck from

Thickness: 1.8 to 2.8 mm (depending on

the Viviani tannery in Croatia, made using

the model).

combined tanning. The 80-year old family-

*Please note: We’re open and honest about how

owned company buys its hides from

Suede: High-quality suede from flesh-

our products are made. We do not exaggerate

approximately 50 certified organic small

split cowhide from the Perwanger tannery

our green credentials or greenwash. Our

farms and produces high-quality eco leather.

in South Tyrol. Supple, robust and with a

bio leather and also terracare ZERO® are

Eco leather comes from cows that live

velvety surface. Thickness: 1.6 to 2.0 mm

innovative, eco-friendly materials. However,

outdoors all year round and whose feed is

(depending on the model).

our boots and shoes are not completely

free from chemical additives.

terracare ZERO®*: High-quality nubuck

environmentally friendly – yet. There are still

leather from the Heinen tannery

no green alternatives to many of the materials

Chrome-free tanned lining leather*:

in Germany. The tanning process is

and processes required to make high-quality

Leather tanned without using chromium

carried out in accordance with strict

mountain boots. Using these leathers is a step in

salts. It contains no (chromium-based)

environmental guidelines and all CO2

the right direction towards full sustainability.

Leather needs more than just impregnating. After a
while leather becomes dry and needs nourishing. We
recommend using our Hanwag Shoe Wax (it contains no
oil or fat), a fully organic product. Apply a thin coat and
work it into the leather. Note: nubuck, suede or other
split leather will darken slightly and become smoother
with each wax application. Brush off excess wax. Don’t
apply heat.

4. Further tips
•	Store your boots standing up, with no pressure in a
dry, dark and well-aired place. Ideally, use a shoetree.
•	Keep your boots away from diesel, petrol, paraffin and
manure. In case of contact, clean them immediately.
•	If you haven’t used your boots for a while, roughen
the soles up, using a wire brush or fine sandpaper
•	Never leave wet boots in the boot of your car, or in a
plastic bag or in the cellar.
•	And never dry your boots in front of the fire close to
any other source of heat. The leather will become dry,
hard and likely to crack.
• Please look after your boots! It breaks our bootmaker
hearts to see boots that have been poorly looked after.
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SHOE IN DETAIL:

FERRATA COMBI GTX

®

LIGHTWEIGHT, HYBRID CRAMPON-COMPATIBLE
ALPINE BOOT – IDEAL FOR VIA FERRATAS.
1

5

Weight: The Ferrata Combi
GTX® weighs just 750 grams
(size 7.5). It’s a lightweight,
alpine all-rounder that is at
home on virtually any terrain.

10

Special Climbing Last:
Our specially-developed,
narrower Hanwag climbing
last provides a secure fit and
perfect power transfer when
climbing.

2

Insulation: The Ferrata
Combi GTX® is designed
primarily for summer use
but still has a thin layer of
insulation.
3

6

Fabric Lacing Loops:
For effective, smooth lacing
right down to the toes and
easy on and off.
7

Protective Rubber Rand:
An all-round rubber rand is
handcrafted around the lower
part of the upper. It gives the
Ferrata Combi GTX® additional
protection from rocks, stones
and scree. As the inner side
is subject to greater wear, we
make sure that the rubber
rand is higher here.
4

Sole: The Vibram® climbing
sole is ideal for alpine
climbing and vie ferrate. It
provides excellent friction
on rock and has a climbing
zone at the tip for precise toe
placement.

3

Insole: At the heart of the
Ferrata Combi GTX® is its
graded memory insole.
Hidden from view, the insole
ensures that the boot retains
its original shape even after
extreme use.
8

Cordura® and Suede:
The robust, stable and yet
lightweight upper is made of
lightweight, abrasion-resistant
Cordura® combined with
robust 2.2 mm-thick suede.
9

Click Clamps: The Click
Clamps enable different lacing
tensions at the fore-/mid foot
and around the ankle (2-zone
lacing) for greater comfort on
ascents.

4

5

Cemented Construction:
Like most Hanwag footwear,
the Ferrata Combi GTX®
is made with a cemented
construction. This gives it
outstanding stability and a
superb fit, while still allowing
for resoling.
11

Crampon Compatible: The
new heel welt accommodates
a hybrid/half-automatic
crampon (basket-type toe
piece and heel lever), making
them easier to put on.

1

2

12

13

12

Lining: Whether torrential
rain or slushy snow – the
waterproof and breathable
GORE-TEX® membrane keeps
feet dry and ensures excellent
climate comfort.
13

Neoprene Cuff: Neoprene
is the perfect material for
the problematic cuff zone. It
stretches and is comfortable
to wear and yet provides a
close, secure fit – a genuine
innovation.

6

7

8

9

10

3
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NEWS FROM HANWAG | For more news and events, visit: www.hanwag.com
Hiking Event: 24 Stunden
von Bayern goes to Ilztal
and Dreiburgenland
The “24 Stunden von Bayern” hiking event
is set to take place on the 28th and 29th
June, 2014 – for the sixth time. This year,
it’s off to the Ilztal and the Dreiburgenland,
a slightly lesser-known area between the
Bavarian Forest National Park and the city
of Passau. It’s precisely its lack of recognition that makes it
so appealing. The slogan for the 2014 cult event is “Expect the
unexpected.” All the highly-coveted tickets have already been
allocated, but we still have some extra places to give away.
For more information, visit www.facebook.de/Hanwag.

Join the
Hanwag Alpine Experience
One summit, two days, four routes and 36 participants – it’s the new “Hanwag Alpine Experience”.
We’re delighted to announce that the event will
take place for the very first time in September
2014. The plan is to climb the Zugspitze (2,962 m)
accompanied by mountain guides from Mountain Elements. There are four different routes: the
high-alpine “Jubigrat”, the long hike through the
Reintal, the traditional “Stopselzieher” (Corkscrew) via
ferrata and the Höllental (Hell Valley) route including the
Brettl, a steep rock section. You never know, you could be one of the lucky
ones and come and join us up in the mountains. For more information,
visit www.hanwag-alpine-experience.com or www.facebook.de/Hanwag

Hanwag Socks
Hanwag is proud to launch its new
range of high-quality socks as of this
Spring. We’ve developed them for alpine use and trekking and to be worn specifically in conjunction with our footwear. They’re spun in Europe using the
most innovative machinery available and in the most sustainable manner
possible. We’re using high-tech yarns,
such as post-consumer, recycled polyester fibre Thermo°Cool ECO or Schoeller EXP merino wool, which is made using the first-ever
bluesign®-certified anti-felting process. It’s chlorine-free
and uses far less water than conventional finishing processes. For more information, visit: www.hanwag.com

